Maintenance Technician at Jordan Manufacturing Company, Inc. in Yuma, Arizona, United
States
Job ID# 4754655 on www.azjobconnection.gov
Full Time - Permanent
Pay Rate: $20.00 - $25.00 Hourly, DOE
Job Description
Summary of duties and responsibilities: Perform all tasks involved in the production of the
company's products. Follow standard work methods and practice safe work habits to ensure
production is as efficient and safe as possible. The Maintenance Technician position is
responsible for maintaining and repairing production machines and for normal building
maintenance.
Primary duties and responsibilities: Maintenance Technician
1. Responsible for the maintenance and repair of any of the machinery or product of Jordan
Manufacturing
2. Proactively identify defects in machinery and find out ways to fix them
3. Be a team player but be able to take instructions and be self-reliant
4. Work with and understand 480VAC, 240VAC, 120VAC, etc.
5. Know how to troubleshoot and be able to communicate issues to other via email, phone, or in
person to others
6. Ensure reliability, performance, and cost-effectiveness of production machines
7. Set up and enforce normal maintenance procedures related to production machines and
building maintenance
Job Requirements
Have the experience and skill listed Skills:
1. Be able to drive a forklift
2. Knowledge of maintenance on sewing machines, conveyor belts, motors, electricity, etc.
3. Be self-motivated and be able to easily grasp complex documented procedures
4. Basic math skills and problem-solving attitude
5. Understand basic trouble shooting of PLC and HMI equipment
6. Effective oral and written communication skills
7. Knowledge of UL/IEC standards and how they apply to production/building equipment
8. Experience with basic building maintenance tasks
9. Ability to maintain performance, cost-effectiveness through supplier relationships
10. Welding experience a plus
Physical environment/ Working conditions: The position is in the factory and could involve
sitting, standing, walking, and lifting for long period of time throughout the day. In addition,
physically be able to lift and move up to approximately 50 lbs. boxes. Other: Must be able to
work as a team
How to Apply
Write an email using your own email program to hector.c@jordanmanufacturing.com

